
innoVi™ is Agent Vi’s next-generation, feature-
rich AI- powered video analytics software

platform. innoVi provides a broad set of highly
sophisticated video analytics capabilities for

enhanced security, safety, and business
intelligence such as real-time detection of

events of interest, rapid search and analysis of
recorded video, and extraction of statistical data.

Available as a cloud-based SaaS or as an on-
premise software, innoVi’s capabilities meet the

needs of any new or existing surveillance
installation.

As an open-architecture software platform, innoVi is applicable to any surveillance system,

offering easy integration with 3rd party video management platforms and alarm receiving

software. Its scalable robust architecture is applicable to installations of all sizes, with any

number of cameras across multiple distributed sites, while offering the most attractive TCO.

As a mission-critical SaaS platform, innoVi was designed to provide high service availability,

full redundancy, seamless automated backups and upgrades, 24/7 network & camera health

monitoring, and automated calibration without the need for manual tweaking.

Agent Vi - Company Profile
Agent Video Intelligence is the leading global provider of

innovative AI-powered video analytics software
solutions for improved security & safety for

organizations worldwide. Established in 2003, Agent Vi™
has over 1,000 partners and over 5,000 deployments in

more than 90 countries.
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Find us:

Smart Cities
innoVi increases security and safety while supporting a smarter

and more efficient use of city resources by detecting security,

safety, and traffic incidents and effectively allocating law

enforcement personnel.  innoVi protects city assets and

educational institutions, monitors public areas, prevents

vandalism, detects sudden violence and unusual crowd formation,

manages large scale events, ensures the city’s appearance,

detects traffic violations, and enforces parking regulations. 

Transportation
innoVi serves mass transportation customers such as railways,

tunnels, bridges, airports & seaports authorities. innoVi enhances

safety & security by detecting traffic violations as well as security

and safety breaches. innoVi detects crowding, alerts upon

blocked emergency exits, sudden violence, breaches to

hazardous locations, monitors traffic jams and car accidents, as

well as stopped vehicles on highway shoulder/tunnels, and

provides road management statistics.

Critical Infrastructure
innoVi ensures the uninterrupted operation of critical

infrastructure sites by increasing the security and safety of

facilities & personnel. innoVi produces automatic detections of

possible security breaches such as perimeter intrusions, copper

theft, and unauthorized access into sterile zones. innoVi offers a

centralized, federated architecture that is ideal for large-scale

deployments of multiple distributed sites in challenging outdoor

environments, across limited bandwidth networks.

Central Monitoring
innoVi is the ultimate solution for remote guarding services and

central monitoring operators, offering improved surveillance

capabilities through automated, accurate detection and

verification of security breaches, allowing an increased number

of monitored sites, while reducing the dependency on human

operators. innoVi’s federated architecture is integrated with

various 3rd party video management systems and alarm

receiving software.
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